Corona News May 2nd, 2021 May 1st was TOP for corona newcomers
Wasn't it great yesterday what happened on German roads. And who could have guessed that various
demo participants, especially in Berlin, would again not adhere to the corona rules, would not comply
with the curfew, would actually not comply with anything except the destruction, insults and threats
from the police; just the usual thing that has been done in recent years, but the quality and quantity
increase, respect for the police decreases or is not there at all. What is meant are the anti-fascists and
left-wing extremists who reflect this spectrum. And what does the police chief of Berlin, Ms. Slowik,
say the next day: After the escalation began, a certain block no longer adhered to the corona rules.
Huh, what does a certain block mean here? Foreign criminals no longer say foreigners, left-wing
extremists or antifa no longer say that, where did we get to?
But if you as a citizen want to report something to the police today as a citizen: Despite a full-bodied
promise on the Berlin Police website (quote): Our citizen hotline is available around the clock at (030)
4664 - 4664 for questions to the Berlin police Available (end of quote) only one announcement:
Unfortunately this connection is currently not busy. Great.
The fact is and was that the left-wing extremist rally, if one can speak of it, organized more riots than
last year. Regarding the curfew: It was not enforceable, the police had other problems. No, who could
have known that, it all came as a surprise. Meanwhile, the FDP criticizes the attacks on the police.
Criticized? I throw myself away. Without looking up: The FDP has probably been propagating this
sentence for 5 years, but has done nothing.
But with left-wing extremist groups and other specific groups, everything is possible, with state
security, that would lead to weeks of outrage and calls for consequences among the right-wing
extremists: banners are carried with them, which says: Hanau, that was the German dominant culture.
Or chants: Bull pigs out of the neighborhood, or: All of Berlin hates the police. There are also foreign
groups who rail against Erdogan and insult him. A classic scene in Berlin: the left-wing extremist group
is just passing a block of flats where a supposedly right-wing man (apparently known in the scene) is
standing at the open window. Rioting, corresponding finger pointing, glass bottles flying into the
window, if the apartment had been accessible, it would probably already be ripe for the next hospital.
In addition, various hundreds of bottles were thrown, even stones were thrown at the police groups,
even if they withdraw, they are still thrown afterwards. But when the police run to the crowd, they run
like rabbits. If the police come too close, then chants: We are peaceful, what are you? Perversion live,
that is the new freedom in Germany!? But everything is approved by the state, the right of assembly
is such a great good. But don't wear a stupid mask outside, it really works. Dark Germany lived live.
But what should also happen when these groups have protection from above?
Other topic. Side effects. An area that is reluctant to be published. AstraZeneca responded by changing
its name. And Biontech is now also in the line of fire; Dozens of heart muscle inflammations are said
to be the cause of vaccination with this substance, especially in young men. Nevertheless, everyday
vaccination life goes on - now the vaccine is even approved by the EU for children from 12 years of
age. How does a well-known virologist put it so nicely: In order to be able to show meaningful studies
on long-term damage and long-term side effects or the harmlessness of the vaccines, at least 2 - 3
years of studies are necessary.
And all vaccinated people are part of the study. There is nothing to add. Pfizer, on the other hand, said
there was no evidence of an increased risk from their vaccine. No of course not. And as long as nobody
can prove anything. This case looks somehow familiar to me in the process.

Even after 14 months of the outbreak, especially the difficult months in the USA, some seem to have
passed without a trace, apparently also at TESLA. Nobody wants to fall out with such a big employer,
nobody wants to pillory Musk. The fact is and remains that not only dozens of construction workers
were corona infected on the construction site, some of the accommodations are 3 men accommodations, no distance, no mask. Well, wasn't the legal regulation, a maximum of 2 people from
one household in one room? Probably does not apply to large entrepreneurs for the reasons already
mentioned. In addition, there should have been illegal construction work in Grünheide. In addition,
payment below the legal minimum wage, say employees. Everything fits together TOP, but please don't
tell anyone, the country doesn't want to lose such an exemplary taxpayer (so later on) and job maker.
Incidentally, a larger corona outbreak has also been recorded in a vehicle plant in Lübenheen with
currently over 180 positive reports. And as always, big question marks how could that happen? Followup nil. That’s not the point anymore. What was THE most important thing months ago to be able to
follow up to break the chain, who still wants that? What does Mr Palmer say about this: At that time,
his health department was increased from around 12 to 100 employees so that the health department
can continue to do its work. And even that was not enough with the outdated methods, no digitization,
filling out forms, hours of telephoning around and nothing came out, because who knew what kind of
contacts were 7 days ago. His true words: who wants to deliver his friends of the illegal parts to the
knife? Who knows the people on the bus, on the train, while shopping? None. Correct.
Yesterday I talked about some saviors like Ms. Lamprecht, who absolutely wants to give back the basic
rights as quickly as possible to the citizens who have been vaccinated, recovered or carry a daily
negative test with them. I also reported on results from the Justice Department. If you have not yet
read the report that fits so nicely as a preliminary report, here is the link again: https://bit.ly/3uaWXb6.
What goes so well with it, countries have now registered the Indian Corona variant as having arrived,
which, as we are informed a dozen times a day, is so bad, accompanied by dramatic pictures, films and
comments from India. But that does not seem to apply to Germany, although India has vaccinated
many more citizens than Germany, more precisely than Germany has any inhabitants. But Germany is
different. And that's why we quickly ignore the fact and quickly tell the citizens something to cheer up,
to please, until the next wave comes. 15 federal states have now decided to relax as long as they can,
the main thing is that the citizens have fun. At least the privileged, see above. Amusement parks,
theaters, museums, events can be visited again today or Monday, everything will be back to normal,
including shopping. Let's go. And Spahn is once again in the rain, just a few days ago he was talking
about the return of rights from June 2021.
But there is also real and meaningful positive news every now and then. This time from a company
from Berlin. The company Newtec Umwelttechnik GmbH has developed devices for almost any room
size, which by misting ensure that rooms without chemicals are almost virus-free, depending on the
size in just 10 minutes. The whole thing starts with a small office nebulizer to larger devices that can
also be used in halls. Areas of application should primarily be professional for indoor events,
conference rooms, also conceivable in restaurants for party rooms, etc., but can also be used privately.
In addition, the nebulizers are said to have a positive effect on asthma patients, as they generate air
that is the same as that at the sea, where hay fever patients with asthma are known to suffer less. I
asked the managing director and developer, Dipl. - Ing. Yuan Gao, for further information, which
unfortunately has not yet arrived, so no pictures or further details.
Then I just want to point out something that really annoyed me. Here in Germany we have between
100 - 200 deaths every day from Corona, sometimes a little more, sometimes a little less. A few days
ago there were 40 deaths in Israel at a celebration where thousands took part in a confined space.
Have broken every rule. And that makes our Federal President Steinmeier totally stunned. But
hundreds of deaths every day in Germany are not worth a line to him, not even a statement about it.

That doesn't make him stunned, that's obviously quite normal and part of the pandemic. I think THAT
is bad, but that's how it is today.
What a message: There are supposed to be viruses in the Russian vaccine, which Söder also ordered in
large quantities for Bavaria. Active viruses. The adenovirus. According to information at wikipedia.org,
adenoviruses are said to be responsible for (quote): Infections of the upper respiratory tract, often as
conjunctivitis, tonsillitis, otitis or croup. Adenoviruses of types 40 and 41 can also cause gastroenteritis
(end of quote). There is currently no vaccine against the virus for citizens. The Russian vaccine is not
yet approved in the EU. Russia is now talking about fake news. We know their credibility, Navalny sends
his regards, and so does Chernobyl. We don't need any more examples.
These days you can see again how well the EU works together. It only went under a little because the
citizens are mostly uninformed or didn't even know. After the decision of the large corona aid, the
countries should actually announce to the EU by the end of April how much money they need from
the corona package for what, so that help can be provided quickly. But of the 27 countries, only 13
have responded - the need doesn't seem that great after all. Or some countries first have to invent
how they can collect money without being authorized, based on some fraud companies who applied
for and received millions of aid in times of Corona without authorization.
On-site test centers. Today a few pictures of how the citizens of Göttingen are received for testing and
processed further. A brief glimpse behind the scenes, information for the citizens. Just look at pictures.
Unfortunately, side effects have also appeared in test centers in the meantime. As soon as they have
appeared, they are classified as extremely rare. It would be bad if that were the standard state. In Bad
Gandersheim a skull base bone is damaged, cerebral fluid leaks, in Göttingen someone gets a
nosebleed - everything is not entirely normal, but fortunately there have been isolated cases so far.
You don't find out everything either.
Finally, a special note again: A special vehicle, ideal in Corona times and also afterwards, because
extremely space-saving on the street, in the parking lot, you can get through everywhere, ideal as a
"single-seater" absolutely free of infection with regard to Corona and other diseases. Just great. This
vehicle is available from Elektro Frosch Berlin from Malchin and is called the TRIKE electric cabin
scooter. Suitable for a maximum of 2 people. Keep going.

